
2 Years Old

Week 6

Theme: Plants, Flowers, Ocean Animals



Title Supplies Needed Activity Steps

Shapes Review
Shapes Review activity page, 

pencil, crayon, or marker

Print the “Shapes Review” activity page. Ask your child, 
“Can you show me the circle shape?” As your child points 
to the circle, cross off the word circle. Continue until all 
shapes have been successfully identified.
Extension: Have your child circle the correct shape and then 
color it.

Rainbow Fish

Rainbow Fish activity page, 
different colors of 

construction paper, 
scissors, glue

Watch: Rainbow Fish by Marcus Pfister. Print the Rainbow 
Fish activity page and cut out the fish. Cut up different 
colors of construction paper into small strips or squares.  
Help your child glue the pieces of construction paper on the 
fish outline to create a colorful Rainbow Fish. Alternative: 
Instead of cutting the construction paper, your child can 
tear up pieces to use.

Spanish and Sign-
Language

Spanish and Sign-language 
activity page

Use the Spanish and Sign-language activity page to help 
your child learn the sign-language signs. Repeat the Spanish 
words until your child learns how to pronounce the words.  
Once your child can successfully sign and say the words in 
Spanish, ask him/her to review the words.

Ocean Snacks

6 oz. box gelatin – berry 
blue, whipped topping,

2 cups boiling water,  2 cups 
cold water, clear cups or 

small glasses.  OPTIONAL: 
gummy sharks or goldfish 
crackers.  ALTERNATIVE: If 

you do not have gelatin; you 
can use a blue drink instead

Add 2 cups of boiling water to the box of gelatin in a mixing 
bowl. Stir until completely dissolved. Stir in 2 cups of cold 
water. Pour the liquid gelatin into clear cups or small 
glasses.  Refrigerate for 4 hours or until firm. Add whipped 
topping on top of each.  OPTIONAL: Place a gummy shark 
or goldfish crackers on top of the whipped topping.  
ALTERNATIVE: If you do not have gelatin; you can use a blue 
drink instead.

Sunflower Counting

Sunflower Counting activity 
page, any small edible item 
that is not a choking hazard, 

such as cereal pieces

Print the Sunflower Counting activity page. Place the 
number of cereal pieces on the sunflower that matches the 
number. Example: Place 3 or cereal pieces  on the 
sunflower that has a 3 on it. Repeat until all flowers have 
the correct number of cereal pieces on them.

My X Lines
My X Lines activity page, 
pencil, crayon, or marker

Print the My X Lines activity page. Have your child practice 
drawing the letter X.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFORvXhub28


Shapes Review
 

Adult: Ask your child, “Can you show me the circle shape?”  As your child points 
to the circle, cross off the circle.  Continue until all shapes have been 

successfully identified. 
Extension: Have your child circle the correct shape. 

Circle,  Triangle,  Square,  Oval,  Diamond,  Pentagon 



Rainbow Fish Outline



Rainbow Fish



Spanish and Sign-Language Words



Ocean Snacks



Sunflower Counting
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